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How to use a Multimedia Storywalk:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

W
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Snap
DVD

StoryWalk…
Read the title and “walk” (don’t read yet!) through the pages of the book. 
Talk about the pictures.

Predictions… 
Use the 5W Questions on page 3 to help you predict what is happening in 
the story.

Watch the DVD… 
Watch the DVD to learn more about the story.

Read the story… 
Read the words on each page of the book.

Review… 
Return to the 5W Question page and record what occurred in the story. 
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5W Questions:

It is important to begin building reading and writing skills early. 
These 5W questions help a child establish characters, setting, and a story plot. 
A story summary is a valuable skill for young readers. 

Who is in the story?

What is happening?

When is the story happening?

Where is Snap today?

Why did this happen?

StoryWalk…
Read the title and “walk” (don’t read yet!) through the pages of the book. 
Talk about the pictures.

Predictions… 
Use the 5W Questions on page 3 to help you predict what is happening in 
the story.

Watch the DVD… 
Watch the DVD to learn more about the story.

Read the story… 
Read the words on each page of the book.

Review… 
Return to the 5W Question page and record what occurred in the story. 
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Reading Concepts for Book 3
Vowel sounds
(a) as in apple
(i) as in itch

Sight words
a
is
the
has

Consonant sounds
b
c
d
f
g
h
n
p
r
s
t
v
w



5Snap is in the van.



6 Fran is in the van.



7The can is in the van.



8 Fran has a cap.



9Snap has a hat.



10 Snap can dip.



11Fran can dip.



12 Fran and Snap wag.



13Fran and Snap nap.
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The first Multimedia StoryWalk Series!
Multisensory Teaching founder Alison Luria teamed with Lilypod Media to create the first ever Multimedia StoryWalk 

Series: Snap and friends. This series supports multimodal learning by combining animated visuals with controlled 

vocabulary reading exercises.  Young readers will benefit from the well-designed combination of visuals and text that 

capture their imagination and help them identify characters, setting, and plot.  Each book in the series is progressively 

more challenging, supporting comprehension, fluency, and vocabulary development while enabling significant gains in 

basic and higher-order learning.  For more information about the series visit www.gr8reader.com.
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